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Media service
Photos
Please notice the following layout conditions in case of publication:
• Copyright: Rogner Bad Blumau © Hundertwasser Architekturprojekt directly at the photo
or Rogner Bad Blumau next to the photo
• proof before publication
• writing has to be: Rogner Bad Blumau
These conditions are part of a contract, for this reason these conditions have to be abided! Thank
you for your understanding.
Marketing Rogner Bad Blumau
Ms. Ines Erlacher, MA (FH)
Tel.: +43 (0)3383 5100 9440
Fax: +43 (0)3383 5100 804
i.erlacher@rogner.com

A short biography:
Friedensreich Hundertwasser
On December 15, 1928 one of austrias most eccentric artists was born – his name was
Friedrich Stowasser. Later in his life he changed his name into Friedensreich Hundertwasser.
After his school leaving examination he spent 3 months at the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna. At
the age of 21 he started travelling across Europe and visited North Italy, Tuscany, Rome, Napels
and Sicily. In Florence he met René Brô and followed him to Paris. On these trips he collected a lot
of ideas and created his own philosophy: A life in harmony with nature.
In 1949 he changed his name from Stowasser (sto = 100 in slavic languages) into
Hundertwasser. Later on he called himself Friedensreich Regentag Dunkelbunt Hundertwasser.
During his whole life he was a loner and travelled around the world. On these journeys he learned
different languages, e.g. english, french, italian as well as a little bit japanese, russian, czech and
arabic. He always carried his painting equipment with him so he was able to paint everywhere and
every time he wanted to.
In 1952 and 1953 he had his first exhibitions in Vienna, in the following years in Paris and Milano.
1972 he painted the official poster for the XX Summer Olympics in Munich. 1982 he designed the
facade of a factury and one year later was the ground breaking ceremony for the “HundertwasserHaus” in Vienna. In the following years he worked on a lot of architecture projects in Germany,
Austria, Switzerland, California, Japan and New Zealand.
Until his death on February 19, 2000, Friedensreich Hundertwasser spent most of his time in his
adopted home country New Zealand where he was buried on his plot of land, in the Garden of the
Happy Dead under a tulip tree, in harmony with nature.
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Philosophy of Friedensreich Hundertwasser
“There are no evils in nature. There are only evils of man.
When man thinks he has to correct nature, it is an irreparable mistake every time. A community
should not consider it an honour how much spontaneous vegetation it destroys; it should rather be
a point of honour for every community to protect as much of its natural landscape as possible. The
brook, the river, the swamp, the riverside wetlands as they are, the way God created them, must be
sacred and inviolable to us. Correcting a stream only has evil effects, which are expensive in the
end: the lowering of water tables, the destruction of forests, the transformation of large areas into
steppes, no regeneration of the water, which runs off too fast. The river wetlands can no longer
fulfil their sponge-like function: the absorption of excess water and slow feedback in dry spells,
like a good piggy bank in times of emergency. The regulated brook becomes a sewer. Fish die, and
there are no fish in the brook because they cannot swim through the regulated channel. Floods,
with all their devastating consequences, all the more after regulation. Because too much water
runs off too quickly, converging in great quantity without any chance of being absorbed by the
earth and the vegetation. Only a stream with a high waterline flowing irregularly can produce pure
water, regulate the water household and conserve the fish and animal populations to the benefit
of man and his agriculture. Now, almost too late, this age-old adage is being recognised and the
courses of rivers and streams, which had been straightened in concrete channels, are being destroyed in order to restore the previous irregular state. What irony! So why regulate a stream if
you have to deregulate it afterwards?”
Hundertwasser, May 1990

Philosophy of Rogner Bad Blumau
At Rogner Bad Blumau, as a hotel with soul, wellbeing of every individual has top priority. Below
its green covered and colourful roofs, its varied shapes and flowing lines activity is combined with
a relaxed and laid-back feeling.
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History of Rogner Bad Blumau
Some people never have an opportunity to change their ways, others have one but fail to recognise
it; others still both receive and spot it, but are unable to take advantage of it. Blumau, a small
community in Eastern Styria, almost suffered the same fate or something like it. A thermal spring
was discovered, no one recognised its value and a lot of money was spent to concrete it in. Some
years later, the authorities began to have doubts, and a town clerk turned to Rogner. The contractor looked into the matter, submitted a preliminary proposal for use of the spring, took it to the
Styrian Provincial authorities, was given the go-ahead and, at considerable expense, opened it up
again. What was found was a high-quality 100°C eruptive hot spring, the quality of which exceeded all expectations. Yet again, Rogner decides to do something extraordinary. He gets in touch
with the renowned artist Friedensreich Hundertwasser who agrees to design this thermal park. A
model is built the size of a small dancehall and presented to the provincial government. After miles
of red tape, the local authorities finally decide to take up this opportunity. Rogner Bad Blumau is
built - 150,000 visitors to the building site watch on in amazement - and like so many Rogner projects, Blumau is opened on Robert Rogner’s 56th birthday. International media coverage and popular demand to live in the biggest inhabitable work of art start to attract people to Blumau from
near and far.
As a “hotel with soul“, Rogner Bad Blumau puts individual well-being first. Beneath its green roofs
is a blend of activity and relaxation. In recognition of the ecological management and environmentally friendly mode of construction, Rogner Bad Blumau was awarded the Austrian Environmental Mark of Excellence for Tourism Enterprises just a few weeks after being opened. There’s
something for everyone – families and singles, adults and children, people in search of relaxation
and others looking for action – a wide range of individual health and wellness packages of alternative therapies, numerous sports and animation programmes, the Rogner children’s adventure
club and special conference services. National and international companies and groups choose
Blumau as a place to present their products. Why? Because Rogner Bad Blumau is simply out of
the ordinary.

20 years of Rogner Bad Blumau.
Austria's most popular thermal spa celebrates its 20th anniversary in May 2017.
When the impossible seems possible, fairytales come to life and you have a renewed sense of joie
de vivre, you know you're at Rogner Bad Blumau. Where we are celebrating our 20th anniversary.
The story of Rogner Bad Blumau is an eventful one. The arrival Rogner Bad Blumau transformed
the small and idyllic town of Bad Blumau from one of the poorest communities in Austria into a
health resort of international renown and a magnet for water and art lovers alike. The process of
creating the world’s largest liveable work of art involved many hurdles and milestones.
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Architecture
The rolling Styrian hills form a perfect backdrop to the unique Rogner Bad Bumau, one of the
world’s most architecturally unusual hotels. Designed by famous Austrian artist Friedensreich
Hundertwasser, the patchwork, rainbow-coloured buildings are complemented by a sleek design
inside the hotel. Rogner Bad Blumau is arranged like a city with various districts. The ring-shaped
inside spa is the centre, the diverse accommodation, swimming, bathing and restaurant areas
branch from the centre out into the open landscape.

The houses
Stammhaus (Main house)
The main house has 46 rooms, the hotel reception and the management offices.
Ziegelhaus (Brick house)
The facade is designed with original roof-tiles from old Bad Blumau farmhouses. In this way, the
history of the place has also been incorporated into the building.
There are 100 rooms in this building.
Kunsthaus (Art house)
The facade of this building is based on the Vienna Kunsthaus art gallery, hence its German name
"Kunsthaus". The art house has 100 rooms.
Steinhaus (Stone house)
This house has 47 suites ranging in size from 40 sqm. to 100 sqm. offering accommodation to approximately 150 guests. The building owes its name to the use of stones for its facade.
Waldhofhäuser (Forest yard houses)
Bedroom & living room – high quality & equipped in style with natural wood furniture by “Grüne
Erde”, a place to read & rest, a fresh water basin, a bath with whirlpool (connected to fresh water
& thermal water), a bath with shower & toilet, hideaway for 1 to 3 people. Outdoors access to the
main building: 30 metres
Augenschlitzhäuser (Slit-eye houses)
These houses with their 13 apartments do indeed have the shape of eye slits. Our guests find a
range of comfortable accommodation units, divided into sleeping and living areas as well as a
whirlpool tub in the bathroom.

A snail shell for the anniversary
The resort’s symbol - often sought after and only dreamed of until now – is about to become a reality. Probably one of the most interesting buildings at Rogner Bad Blumau, as originally planned
by builder-owner Robert Rogner and artist Friedensreich Hundertwasser, is now turning from a
dream into reality. The foundation stone will be laid on Rogner Bad Blumau’s 20th anniversary in
2017. Dancing windows, circular forms and lots of open space will soon work in unique symbiosis
with the existing architecture.
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The rooms
All accommodation in the Ziegelhaus, Kunsthaus and Stammhaus has been given a gleaming new
design. New living spaces have been created reflecting the company philosophy of “living in harmony with nature”. The existing high-quality solid wood furniture has been taken as the basis for
the new concept and integrated into it. A new sustainable design has been developed in line with
the principle of “upcycling and keeping what’s good”. The local Faustmann carpentry workshop in
Hartberg has helped to make high-quality oak with striking rough edges an integral feature, cleverly combining natural materials with existing cupboard fittings. And oak in particular, with its
unique grain, soft colours and structures, forms the basis of a new, relaxed and comfortable ambiance. Indirect lighting, practical adjustable reading lamps and hand-made ceramic handles complete the look. All with outstanding attention to detail.
Fair and sustainable sleep at Rogner Bad Blumau
Sleeping well is essential for relaxation. And sleeping sustainably and fairly has become a reality at
Rogner Bad Blumau. As one of the region's leading businesses, this one-of-a-kind company has
been using organic fairtrade cotton for its bed linen since December 2018. The fairly traded, environmentally friendly product is also kind to the skin. Buying organic cotton supports the renovation of a school in India. A contribution towards ensuring that the farmers’ children have a future
worth living. The company is living out its responsibility for humankind and nature and taking a
responsible approach to the use of resources.
Highlight: Room category “Wolkenreich” – for a healthy sleep
In these rooms, you not only sleep under a canopy but also on special mattresses, which allow you
to adjust the degree of hardness yourself. Whether you adjust your mattress to hard or soft, each
comfort level gives your back optimal support, without any uncomfortable pressure points.
The “Wolkenreich” Mattress fulfils every requirement: a cosy bed for lovers of luxury,
a healthy support for the back and relief for allergy sufferers.
All rooms, suites and apartments, which have been designed in accordance with the philosophy of
Friedensreich Hundertwasser, are all equipped with wooden furniture and floors, as well as minibar, telephone, satellite TV with integrated radio, room safe and hairdryer.

Anti-allergy rooms as well as rooms suitable for wheelchairs on request.
All our rooms are non-smoking rooms.

Contact:
Room reservation
Tel.: +43(0)3383/5100-9449
Fax: +43(0)3383/5100-804
urlaubsschneiderei@rogner.com
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Thermal Spa
The centre of the spa complex is the unique thermal area with 3.085 sqm. surfaces of water. Warm
inside and outside pools with two different springs, Vulkania® – the green lagoon and Melchior
– the blue lagoon. For refreshing use the wave pool which is filled with fresh water.
The sports pool. The sports pool is divided into a swimmer and non-swimmer’s area. According to
the rules of FINA (Fédération Internationale de Natation) with a length of
25 metres and 14 metres width the new sports pool is also suited for competition.

The “HimmelReich” (Heavenly Kingdom) – 420sqm relaxation room
The new HimmelReich provides space for sleeping and dreaming. A place of retreat with wonderful
views. In harmony with all 4 elements, water, earth, fire, and air. Individual lodges with comfortable loungers, fully-stocked minibar, tea and coffee-making facilities, champagne. Balcony with celestial views of the Vulkania® pools.

VIP day spa package – for you and me
Enjoy a special day for couples in our thermal spa.
The rate includes day spa tickets for 2, reserved cuddling deck chair for 2, sparkling wine and
chocolate fondue at your deck chair, undercover parking and a surprise for couples.
Opening times:
Day spa guests:
Hotel guests:

daily from 9 am to 11 pm
daily from 7 am to 11 pm

Contact
Thermal spa
Tel.: +43 (0)3383 5100 9603
Fax: +43 (0)3383 5100 808
therme.blumau@rogner.com

Water – the source of life
There are three different hot springs at Rogner Bad Blumau: Melchior, Balthasar and
Vulkania®. Melchior and Vulkania® are the two hot springs for the indoor and outdoor pools in the
spa area, the Balthasar spring is used to heat the whole wellness area together with
Vulkania® since the year 2000.
Balthasar Spring
This spring rises from a depth of 3.045 metres. The Vulkania® water is reinjected into the Balthasar
spring drilling after it has delivered all its heat. Therefore the geological circulation is closed.
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Melchior spring
The Melchior curative spring is the “gentle” and “mild” one. The water temperature of the mineral-rich spa water is 47.2 degrees Celsius as it flows out of the ground. It has its source at a depth
of 970 metres, as a sodium hydrogen carbonate spring. Its curative power is based on a number of
valuable substances.
For more information take a look at the water analysis in the chapter “Facts & Figures”.

Vulkania® spring
- the most mineral-rich curative water in the Styrian spa region
Since 2003 the Vulkania® spring offers another excellent supplement to the existing buildings and
offers. The garden of the four elements with the Vulkania® curative lake and its approx. 40.000
sqm. area and the atrium offers a huge place for relaxing. The two Vulkania® lakes get constantly
fresh water from the Vulkania® spring so the water is free from chemical additives. Underwater
music creates a pleasant atmosphere. One can swim and recover in the millennium old, high mineralised Vulkania® water. The water feels like silk on your skin. It strengthens the skin and the metabolism, it supports the blood circulation and has curative effects on the whole body.
The Vulkania® curative spring is a deep ground water with a unique composition. It has its source
at a depth of 2,843 metres. The water outflow temperature is approx. 110 degrees Celsius. The
mineral content of this naturally concentrated brine spring exceeds many times over the level required for curative effects.
Over 1 million years ago, an inland sea came into being in a volcanic landscape. Over the millennia, it was hermetically sealed off from outside influences through tectonic movements and overlapping of the fissures of the volcanoes. Through deep thermal drilling, this unique primeval sea
was discovered. Now this Vulkania® curative water, unadulterated by any environmental influences, can be used for regeneration and recovery at Rogner Bad Blumau.
Additional advantage of the Vulkania® spring
The Vulkania® spring is not only used for the pools, with its high temperature and huge amount of
CO2 the spring has also other advantages.
The natural CO2
In the past thousand years the water was also enriched with natural CO2. The water can be used
for the pools without chlorine because of this natural carbonic acid.
The „natural“ power
With a temperature of 110C° the Vulkania® water generates electricity and it heats the whole hotel and spa facilities – therefore 1,300 tons of fuel oil and 3,900 tons CO2 output are reduced every
year.
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Spa and Wellness

Dead Sea Salt Grotto
The walls, the ceiling and the floor consist 100% of salt from the Dead Sea. During your session in
the Dead Sea Salt Grotto, you inhale pure ionised air, rich in micro-elements like iodine, potassium,
calcium, sodium, magnesium, iron and selenium.
Effects








optimal stress reduction
beneficial effect on all respiratory illnesses
enhancement of physical and mental achievement potential
improvement of the skin circulation
strengthening of the immune system
beneficial effect on sleeping disorders and migraines
positive effect on the circulatory system

Sauna area
Saunas and other forms of hot-air baths enjoy a long tradition. The over-heating of the body with
the subsequent sweating cleanses the body from inside to outside, simultaneously strengthening
the immune system and our body’s defences and training the cardiovascular system.
The sauna area in Rogner Bad Blumau
Finnish outdoor sauna · Roman sweat room · Turkish steam bath · Garden sauna with IKI oven · Biosanarium · Aroma chamber with Aquaviva · Jet pool and cold water pool · 800 sqm large sunbathing island and lounging galleries · Special sauna infusions and rituals performed by our sauna attendants & our sports team

Special Infusions
Styrian infusion: Treatment with birch twigs carried out by two sauna experts in a personal atmosphere. This exclusive sauna session not only stimulates the blood circulation, but also releases
muscular tension. Two reserved loungers are at your disposal for resting afterwards, and tea is
served on request.
Other special infusions: Good morning infusion · Vitamin infusion · Salt infusion · Honey infusion ·
Vulkania® infusion · Noreia infusion · Hot infusion with birch twigs · Guided relaxation in the biosanarium · Qi Gong in the Roman sweat bath · Chocolate and yoghurt infusion in the Turkish steam
bath · Good night infusion
Opening times:
Daily
from 10 am to 10.30 pm
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Rituals
Rituals provide and convey a special experience, mood, atmosphere and energy. They provide power and stability, banish fear and selfdoubt and bring relaxation and peace. Rituals are a part of life.
Often the performance of rituals is not noticed at all; other rituals, however, are done very consciously, like the ones done at Rogner Bad Blumau. Here these events are "rung in" with the hourly
gong in the indoor spa. Apart from fragrant fumigations you are awaited by fresh fruit and very
special sauna infusions.

Spa Reception
Via this reception you enter the thermal spa and our therapy centre. Our staff at the
Spa Reception is at our guests disposal for booking treatments and professional consultation. A
SPA Shop with exclusive products and magazines completes the offer.
Opening times:
Daily: 7 am to 11 pm

Contact:
Spa Reception
Tel: +43 (0)3383 5100 9720
Fax: +43 (0)3383 5100 9713
spareception.blumau@rogner.com

Health care and beauty centre
35 therapists take care of your well-being. The health care centre offers classical massages as well
as Ayurveda treatments and body packs.
Some special offers:
Individual massage - Book time...
Wide-ranging combinations of massages and treatments – intentionally holistic with different focuses – personalized to meet your needs, with your choice of harmonizing oils.
Special massage
Stroking, kneading, rubbing, tapotement and vibration. These are the 5 techniques of the classical
massage, which are used in different phases of a massage due to their various effects.
Back · Abdominal · Leg · Reflexology · Body · Lymphatic drainage · Back and reflexology
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Undopathie
In a gurative sense, Undopathie means „healing ailments through vibrations“ and refers to a new
type of treatment which should help detoxing the body and may allow deep relaxation.
Additional offers: Facial treatments with natural cosmetics from Vagheggi and Farfalla, Ayurveda,
AlphaSphere, Sea climate cabin, Hammam etc.
Opening times:
Monday-Saturday
Sunday and public holiday

8 am to 9 pm
8 am to 4.30 pm

Already Friedensreich Hundertwasser said: “Beauty is a universal remedy”. Visit the Beauty centre
and let us spoil and pamper all your senses. Caring facial and body treatments cleanse and nourish
your skin, give it a fresh and radiant complexion. Primavera products are used for these treatments. Relaxing baths for 2, pedicure and manicure and much more give proof of the high quality
of our beauty centre.

Organic skincare with Vulkania® curative spring water
To mark the anniversary, the unique and beneficial minerals in Vulkania® curative spring water
have been incorporated into a revitalising 24-hour facial treatment, foaming cleanser and refreshing toner. Exclusively developed in collaboration with Swiss natural cosmetics expert Farfalla. Pure,
gentle, and highly effective. A dip in the Vulkania® Primordial Ocean leaves your skin feeling soft
and supple. Take this feeling home with you.
The organic cosmetics range is also being extended to include the Rogner Bad Blumau in-house
fragrances. A fresh citrus Mediterranean fragrance with mandarin, orange and vanilla, with the refined and opulent floral notes of tuberose and iris, and gentle base notes of amber. Lieblingsduft
(Favourite Fragrance) No. 1 Rogner Bad Blumau lets you bring a touch of your holiday home with
you. Available from our shop – Speis – and from the SPA reception.

ROGNER´S soap workshop
Hand-made organic soaps with Vulkania® curative water. Our soaps are not only creative
one-of-a-kind pieces, they also meet the highest quality standards. All of our oils, fats, herbs and
spices come from certified organic sources and are coloured using natural materials. But the most
important ingredient is our precious, highly mineralised Vulkania® curative water, and this is what
makes our soaps so special. Our shop – Speis – stocks not only our handmade organic soaps but also our organic shampoo bars, bath bars and body products.
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Sport and Fitness Team
Our Sport and Fitness Team offers a highly individualised exercise programme, independent of the
age of our guests. Book time with a personal trainer and he will show you how to increase your vitality and your well-being with the slightest use of strength and energy. Examples of the daily
programme: Qi Gong, Yoga, Aqua Jogging, Aqua Qi Gong, Aqua Fresh, guided bicycle tour, Step
Aerobic, Aqua Fitness, Body Styling, Meridian stretching, Nordic Walking, leisurely run, etc.
Opening times:
Daily
8 am to 6 pm and on request
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Theme trails at Rogner Bad Blumau

The Geomantic path
- path of perception and healing
The thermal springs of Blumau are located on highly sensitive ground, where a number of power
points, centres of vital energy and natural intelligence can be found. It was Mrs. Melitta Rogner
who was the first person to be struck by the feeling that there was something special about the
place. Upon this discovery, the artist and natural healer Marko Pogacnik did some research on site
and identified its special value for the ethereal world. During construction, special care was taken
to make sure that these precious places were not destroyed. As a result, the geomantic path was
created, along which guests can get to know and feel the power points.

The Celtic Tree Circle
Every guest at Rogner Bad Blumau has the chance to find their personal birthday tree and to get
to know their own character traits in the thermal park. From identifying these traits and from the
magical qualities of the trees, every human being can gain power and support to master all situations in life. For thousands of years there has been a deep relation between mankind and the tree,
the most powerful plant on earth. For mankind, it was always been an ancient symbol in various
shapes. Especially for the Celts, our ancestors, trees played a central role in their lives that was
deeply linked to nature. During the rhythm of the seasons, in the course of many years, they assigned (allocated) certain times and occasions to them. The Celtic circle of trees came into existence.

Rogner Arche Noah rare trees garden
Together with Arche Noah society, Rogner Bad Blumau has established a garden with up to 200
rare species of trees. Lined with scented roses, shrubs and flowers, this is a place where you can
get close to nature. The garden’s extraordinary and captivating design also includes quiet areas,
inspiring quotations and a historical fountain. And you’ll be able to sponsor a tree from May 2017.
... because paradise is just around the corner.
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Seminars & Incentives
“GeistReich” (Ingenious) – is an unusual name for a seminar centre – yet it could have no other
name at Rogner Bad Blumau.
Eight daylight-flooded conference & banquet rooms with air conditioning, modern fittings and offer space for up to 250 persons for conferences, seminars, meetings, car and product presentations,
company parties, incentives, team-buildings, weddings or cabarets.
Experience excitement and relaxation directly
Active seminar breaks · Balancing the brain hemispheres · Office exercises
buildings & incentives · Orientation bicycle rally · Styrian Spa Triathlon · Styrian Spa Decathlon ·
Meditation & relaxation exercises · and much more

Contact:
Conference department
Patrick Nunner
Tel: +43 (0) 3383-5100-9414
Fax: +43 (0) 3383-5100-805
p.nunner@rogner.com
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Culinary variety
À la Steak carte Restaurant “GenussReich”
What was the last time you have eaten a really gorgeous and delicious steak? Long time ago? Then
you should really visit our à la Steak carte restaurant "GenussReich". Discover the various world of
steak specialties. Enjoy the delightful ambience as a worthily end of day. Create your personal accomplished taste experience. Enjoy whatever you like. Make your choice from more than ten different sides and sauces. Opening hours: Tuesday to Saturday from 6 p.m. until 11.30 p.m. (Kitchen‘s deadline 9.30 p.m.). Late Night Steak in summer at the romantic terrace.
„LebensFroh“ & „RundHerum“ Restaurants
In these restaurants we offer our guests a large selection of fresh dishes and varied breakfast and
dinner buffet. Most of the meals, e.g. fish and meat, are prepared completely fresh at a front cooking station. The separated Restaurant „RundHerum“ is ideal for private events, e.g. birthday parties, anniversaries, business events, etc.
„RegenTag“ SPA Restaurant
Enjoy à la carte bistro menu or the pancake hour in bath robe.
Bath robe area

„ObenDrauf“ Restaurant
This restaurant is located above the Spa Restaurant „RegenTag“. Here you can have breakfast in
bathrobe until 12 midday.
Bath robe area

„KleinUndFein“ Vulkania® Lounge
Drinks and snacks for when you’re “feeling peckish”
Bath robe area

„Speis” Coffeehouse and shop
We offer selected, traditional and high-quality coffee specialities, hand-scooped chocolate,
tea delight, styrian cookies and sweet pastries.
Exclusive literature and newspapers make the atmosphere perfect.
Bath robe area as well as in street clothes, smoking allowed

„KühlDichAb“ Sauna bar
The Saunabar offers different refreshments (e.g. milk drinks, freshly pressed juices, etc.) before and
after your visit to the sauna.
Bath robe area

„KlimBim“Hotel bar with chimney lounge
Enjoy a relaxing evening with live music, regional and international aperitifs or cocktails.
Hotel bar: smoking allowed, chimneay lounge: non-smoking area

Foodtruck
In the vulkania area you can enjoy a great view to the volcano and taste delicious tortillas.
Bath robe area
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ROGNERS ORGANIC ice cream factory
The highlight of the summer. Chef Johann Schuster and his team conjure up refined and inventive
fruit sorbets and exceptional ice cream creations at ROGNERS organic ice cream factory. NEW:
Create your very own ice cream sundaes with whatever toppings and extras you want. Sweet
dreams are made of this.
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Facts about Rogner Bad Blumau
Development
First drill:
Start of construction:
Inauguration:
Start of second building phase:
Inauguration 2000/2001

1978 (OMV, instead of oil water was found)
1993 (an area of 40 ha, 25 pieces of land were bought)
May 10, 1997 (592 beds)
March 2000
Stone house (total of 682 beds)

Hotel data
Group/Coorporation:
Proprietor:
Director of company:
General Manager:
Category:
Staff:

Rogner International, Hotels & Resorts
Consul KR Ing. Robert Rogner sen.
Consul KR Ing. Robert Rogner sen.
Melanie Franke
Four star
approx. 330

Surface area details
Total area of the facility in hectares:
Wellness area in sqm:
Water area sqm
Sauna area sqm:
Vulkania® bathing world in sqm:
Fitness-area in sqm:
Beauty area and hair salon in sqm:
Medical/therapeutic area in sqm:

40
8.500
3.085
847
40.000
118
282
1.887

Rooms
Total amount of rooms:
311
Total amount of beds:
approx. 700
Single rooms (double rooms can be used as single rooms) Double rooms  Junior Suites 
Stonehouse Suites  Family rooms  Apartments  Anti-allergy rooms  Rooms suitable for wheelchairs
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Gastronomy
Restaurants:
Hotel bar:
Sauna bar:
Café:
Bistro:

5
1
1
1
1

Seminar centre
Number of conference rooms:
Maximum capacity:

Reachability
Nearest airport:
Nearest train station:
Nearest access to motorway:

8
250 persons

Graz Thalerhof, at a distance of 60 km
Bad Blumau, at a distance of 1 km
Waltersdorf/Sebersdorf A2, at a distance of 8 km
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Water Analysis

Vulkania® hot spring
depth
2.843 m

capacity
60 l/sec.

Water analysis
Cations
Sodium
Potassium
Lithium
Calcium
Magnesium
Ammonium
Ferric (II+III)
Copper
Strontium
Barium
SUM
Anions
Hydrogen carbonate
Chloride
Ferric sulphate
Phosphate
Nitrate
Nitrite
Bromide
SUM

pH value
8,03

Temperature
110 °C

mineralisation
17.621,2 mg/l

mg/kg
5520,5 ± 85,5
156,0 ± 4,5
3,7 ± 0,1
17,5 ± 0,3
3,5 ± 0,2
8,2 ± 0,2
0,4 ± < 0,1
0,5 ± < 0,1
2,4 ± 0,2
0,3
5712,5 ± 85,0

mÄqu./kg
240,11 ± 3,70
3,9 ± 0,1
0,53
0,87
0,29
0,21
0,02
0,02
0,05
< 0,01
246,34 ± 3,7

Äqu. %
97,47 ± 1,50
1,62 ± 0,05
0,22
0,35
0,12
0,18
0,01
0,01
0,02
< 0,01
100,00 ± 1,5

mg/kg
7149,5 ± 178,7
4145,0 ± 79,5
597,8 ± 10,7
1,7
0,5
< 0,05
14,9 ± 0,3
11908,6

mäqu./kg
117,17 ± 2,54
116,92 ± 2,25
12,43 ± 0,21
0,04
0,01
< 0,01

Äqu. %
47,49 ± 2,03
47,38 ± 1,87
5,04 ± 0,08
0,01
< 0,01
< 0,01
0,08
100,00 ± 2,03

246,75 ± 2,54

The analysis was carried out by Univ. Prof. Dr. Greschonig at the Institute of Chemistry, Dep. Of Analytic Chemistry, University Graz, as of December 2002.

Indications
Rheumatism (joint, muscle and soft part rheumatism), wear of joints, back pains (backache, sciatic
pain, neck tension), skin diseases (psoriasis, neurodermatitis), gynaecological diseases (supporting
effect when suffering from chronic gynaecological problems, climacteric problems), invigorating
effect after accidents, injuries and operations, suitable for nervousness, exhaustion and circulatory
disorders Contraindication. The existence of severe heart diseases, untreated hypertension, severe
lung diseases, acute inflammations, feverish infections, untreated hyperthyroidism, thrombosis,
phlebitis, pregnancy, during menstruation, cancer, contagious skin diseases.
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Melchior hot spring
depth
970 m

capacity
8 l/sec.

Temperature
47 °C

Water analysis
Elektrolyte:
Sodium
Potassium
Lithium
Ammonium
Magnesium
Calcium
Ferric (II+III)
Strontium
Manganese (II)
Barium
SUM
Anionen:
Chloride
Hydrogen carbonate
Ferric sulphate
Fluoride
Nitrate
Nitrite
SUM

pH value
8,14

mineralisation
1.334,5 mg/l

mg/kg
365,6 ± 7,3
2,2 ± 0,1
0,5
1,50 ± 0,05
1,80 ± 0,06
2,2 ± 0,1
0,15
0,5
0,02
0,02 ± 0,06
373,89 7,3

mgÄqu./kg
15,88 ± 0,4
0,06
0,11
0,08
0,15
0,11
0,01
< 0,01
< 0,01
< 0,01
16,37

Äqu%
97,01 ± 1,9
0,34
0,44
0,54
0,96
0,71
0,05
0,07
< 0,01
< 0,01
100

52,4 ± 0,3
902,7 ± 31,5
6,2 ± 0,08
0,1 ± 0,9
0,05
<0,05
960,6 31,5

1,5 ± 0,1
14,8 ± 0,5
0,12
0,01
0,01
< 0,1
16,39

8,9 ± 0,04
90,2 ± 3,2
0,76 ±0,01
0,03
0,05
< 0,01
100

The analysis was carried out by Univ. Prof. Dr. Greschonig at the Institute of Chemistry, Dep. Of Analytic Chemistry, University Graz, as of December 2002.
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Rogner International Hotels & Resorts
Nikolaigasse 22, 2. Stock, A-9500 Villach
www.rogner.com

Rogner Hotel Tirana
Bulevardi Deshmoret e Kombit, AL-Tirana
www.hotel-europapark.com

Rogner Network
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Social Media

You are welcome to link us on your social media channels.
Facebook and Instagram: @rognerbadblumau
#rognerbadblumau #hundertwasser #dawillichhin #hügelwiesenland
#entdeckungsreise #lebensfreude
Website: www.blumau.com
Blog: www.entdeckungsreise.blumau.com
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